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Humor abounds in this masterfully-bilingual twist on "The Three Billy Goats Gruff" that dares to
ask the question: why is that troll so grumpy anyway? Three little cabritos have a clever plan to
get past the grumpiest troll in the land. But then one of the billy goats wonders: Why is that
gigante so grumpy, anyway? This thoughtful question sends their plan in a new direction, and
the results are better than they ever imagined. Dashes of humor, empathy, and kindness make
this modern twist on a classic tale a charming delight.
NORWEGIAN FOLK TALES were collected and published in the mid 19th century by Peter
Christian Asbjørnsen (1812-1885) and Jørgen Moe (1813-1882). The folk tales were early on
illustrated by our leading artists, and contributed to the development of a national identity. The
book contains 20 of the most wellknown folk tales, such as: White-Bear-King-Valemon, Little
Freddie and his Fiddle, The Seventh Father of the House, The Princess who Always had to
have the Last Word. NORWEGIAN HERITAGE is a series of books about our most important
and best-known national icons. The respective titles introduce major personalities from the
worlds of art and literature, science and sports, but also the many natural wonders of the
country, as well as significant historical periods and cultural expressions. Each book offers an
updated introduction to readers who wish to familiarize themselves with a given subject.
This is the story of three billy goats Gruff and a troll who did not know enough is enough (which
may have been his undoing). Our poor troll just can't be happy with the "goat in the hand" and
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as it turns out, his desire for more lands him flat on his back and far down the stream. That's a
good lesson learned in this fun retelling of a timeless tale.
In this retelling of the Norwegian tale, three clever billy goats outwit Calypso Joe, a big ugly
troll that lives under the bridge on Split in Two Island in the Caribbean Sea.
Three Billy Goats Gruff live on a hillside, and they are always hungry. One day, across the
valley they see delicious looking green grass, and they decide to go there. But they have to
cross an old bridge guarded by a terrible troll. Retold in repetitive and lively language, this
classic tale invites young readers to read alone.
Retells, with a southwestern United States setting, the traditional tale about three billy goat
brothers who trick a beast that lives under the bridge.
The Three Billy Goats and Gruff encourages young learners to build reading comprehension
skills with grade-appropriate vocabulary, extension activities, and an engaging story. Featuring
reading activities and a Comprehension & Extension section, this 24-page title introduces
transitioning readers to teacher-focused concepts that will help them gain important reading
comprehension and learning skills. The vibrant illustrations and engaging leveled text in the
Little Birdie Books’ Leveled Readers work together to tell fun stories while supporting early
readers. Featuring grade-appropriate vocabulary and activities, these books help children
develop essential skills for reading proficiency.
When Gruff, Ruff, and Tuff, bully their way across a bridge and into a meadow -- teasing a kind
ogre and butting small animals along the way. The ogre, frustrated that being friendly and
polite didn't work, hatches a plan to teach the "bully" goats a lesson. This twist on "The Three
Billy Goats Gruff" is a great read-aloud (and discussion starter) will have kids laughing in the
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aisles.
Three clever billy goats outwit a big, ugly troll that lives under the bridge they must cross on
their way to a greener hillside.
An adaptation of the classic tale in which three clever billy goats outwit a big ugly troll that lives
under the bridge they must cross on their way up the mountain.
Three clever billy goats outwit a big, ugly troll that lives under the bridge they must cross on
their way to the meadow.
Will the three goat brothers make it across the big, hairy troll's bridge to the sweet grass on the
other side of the stream? In this quirky picture book, vibrant paper collage illustrations and
predictable text keep young readers engaged with the classic story.
This classic story is a favorite with toddlers, who will cheer on the three clever billy goats who
outsmart a mean troll. With plenty of repetition, this adventure is perfect for reading aloud and
for joining in, and a satisfying ending provides a reassuring touch.
A classic read-aloud favorite addressing bullying retold by acclaimed artist Jerry Pinkney. Jerry
Pinkney puts his indelible stamp on another beloved folktale in the same vein as the Caldecott
Medal-winning The Lion & the Mouse and the highly acclaimed The Tortoise & the Hare and
The Grasshopper & the Ants. When the three billy goats Gruff are hungry, they see bountiful
grass to eat across an old bridge. But the bridge is home to a terrible troll, who is peckish
himself, and looking for a tasty morsel to gobble up. In his interpretation of the timeless tale,
Jerry Pinkney shows there's little good to come from greed--but in the end, redemption for
even the most trollish bully is possible. A dramatic gatefold heightens the climax of this brilliant
rendition.
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The Three Billy Goats Gruff, with knitwear! Illustrated by Liz Pichon, creator of
the bestselling Tom Gates series. Trip-trap, Trip-trap, TRIP-TRAP ... How is Troll
supposed to sleep with those trip-trapping goats?! Enough is enough. Tomorrow,
Billy Goat pie is on the menu. But luckily Mother Goat has a plan. Hand-knitted,
exceedingly fluffy hoof booties! Can knitwear save the day, or will it be Billy Goat
stew for dinner? As seen on CBeebies. Perfection. The Daily Mail.
The troll SAID he wanted to gobble up the billy goats, but what's the real story
behind the bridge-dweller's roaring and stomping? Readers find out when they sit
down one-on-one with him and get a subtle, curriculum-supporting lesson on
point of view.
Three clever billy goats outwit a big, ugly troll that lives under the bridge they
must cross on their way up the mountain. Suggested level: preschool, junior.
A lift-the-flap, pop-up fairy tale, featuring a QR code to scan for a free audio
reading.
The Three Billygoats GruffThe Three Billy Goats GruffHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Three clever billy goats outwit a big, ugly troll that lives under the bridge they
must cross on their way up the mountain.
The fresh and lively narrative and imaginative drawings ensure that children can
follow as you read to them, or try for themselves. The large format is perfect for
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show-and-tell reading.
Read along as the clever billy goats Gruff outwit a very hungry troll.
Three billy goats must cross a bridge that shelters a mean and hungry troll in order to get to
their favorite pasture.
THE THREE BILLY GOATS GRUFF: Featuring 32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, this
8" x 8" story book tells the story of the three goats as they outwit the evil troll lurking under the
bridge! CLASSIC STORIES: This classic retold tale captures a child's interest, page after page,
as they take their imagination on a magical journey through timeless stories and adventures.
BENEFITS: Easy-to-follow story books are an excellent skill-building resource for reading
comprehension, while introducing your child to hundreds of new words. FAMILY STORY TIME:
Reading together is a great way to bond with your child while also fostering communication,
understanding, and a lifelong love for reading. BUILD A LIBRARY: Collect every title from the
Keepsake Stories collection to create the perfect library that will enchant readers time and time
again!
Classic Tales: The Three Billy Goats Gruff
The three Billy Goats Gruff are hungry and want to go over the bridge to a fine meadow full of
grass and daisies where they can eat and eat. But under the bridge lives a troll who’s as mean
as he is scary . . .
When three billy goats go hunting for a better field, they run into a hungry troll. Will they end up
as lunch? Sing along to this Fairy Tale Tune in The Three Billy Goats Gruff: A Favorite Story in
Rhythm and Rhyme
The story of three different-sized goats: small, medium and large who cross the bridge to eat
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sweet grass, but have to first face the mean troll that lives beneath. This story is about using
what you have to conquer and survive obstacles. The first two goats use their intelligence to
save themselves, whilst the large goat uses his size and physical strength.

The three billy goats outsmart the hungry troll who lives under the bridge.
Offering a very different storytelling experience, this is a dramatic version of a favourite
picture book written for four voices. Each part is clearly marked by different colour
bands so children can join in.
The classic tale of the Three Billy Goats Gruff gets a cheeky twist in this picture book
retelling. Trip trap, trip trap. “ACH! Who is that tap-tap-tapping on my bridge?” The
story of the Three Billy Goats Gruff and the way they outwitted a hungry bridge troll is
one of our most well-known fairy tales…but how exactly did it become so? It turns out,
the cleverness of the Brothers Gruff isn’t limited to tricking trolls—they are also genius
self-promoters! (Keep those goats away from Instagram!) Find out the rest of the story
in this wily retelling.
Will the three goat brothers make it across the big, hairy trolls bridge to the sweet grass
on the other side of the stream? In this quirky picture book, vibrant paper collage
illustrations and predictable text keep young readers engaged with the classic story.
The troll tells his own version of what happened when three billy goats named Billy, Bill,
and William Gruff tried to cross his bridge.
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